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Abstract We investigate the optimisation capabilities of an algorithm inspired by
the Evolutionary Transitions in Individuality. In these transitions, the natural evolutionary process is repeatedly rescaled through successive levels of biological organisation. Each transition creates new higher-level evolutionary units that combine
multiple units from the level below. We call the algorithm Deep Optimisation (DO)
to recognise both its use of deep learning methods and the multi-level rescaling of
biological evolutionary processes. The evolutionary model used in DO is a simple
hill-climber, but, as higher-level representations are learned, the hill-climbing process is repeatedly rescaled to operate in successively higher-level representations.
The transition process is based on a deep learning neural network (NN), specifically
a deep auto-encoder. Our experiments with DO start with a study using the NP-hard
problem, multiple knapsack (MKP). Comparing with state-of-the-art model-building
optimisation algorithms (MBOAs), we show that DO finds better solutions to MKP
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instances and does so without using a problem-specific repair operator. A second,
much more in-depth investigation uses a class of configurable problems to understand more precisely the distinct problem characteristics that DO can solve that other
MBOAs cannot. Specifically, we observe a polynomial vs exponential scaling distinction where DO is the only algorithm to show polynomial scaling for all problems.
We also demonstrate that some problem characteristics need a deep network in DO.
In sum, our findings suggest that the use of deep learning principles have significant
untapped potential in combinatorial optimisation. Moreover, we argue that natural
evolution could be implementing something like DO, and the evolutionary transitions
in individuality are the observable result.
Keywords Model-Building Optimisation Algorithms · Deep Autoencoder · MultiScale Search · Problem Structure
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2 Introduction
Deep Optimisation (DO) is a recent addition to the class of Model-Building Optimisation Algorithms (MBOA) that exploits deep learning concepts [6, 5]. MBOAs
are a class of black-box optimisation techniques inspired by the process of variation
and selection in natural evolution. MBOAs work by adapting the solution neighbourhood using a machine learning model to capture relationships within a distribution
of promising solutions. These relationships form a compressed representation of the
search space allowing variation to explore in a redefined neighbourhood and find
higher quality solutions. Exploiting problem structure in this way has been successful in multiple problem domains [33, 1, 7, 41]
There exist multiple MBOAs that show state-of-the-art performance [36, 46, 16,
22]. However, as we discuss in this paper, the model used to adapt the solution neighbourhood and the method used to then explore this neighbourhood differ between the
algorithms. However, to the best of our knowledge, there do not exist known characteristics of problems, such that one (existing state-of-the-art MBOA) algorithm
can handle efficiently while another cannot. We also observe that the presently existing state-of-the-art algorithms do not use a neural network model. MBOAs that
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do use a neural network as the model have failed to show state-of-the-art performance [10, 38, 40]. Against this (briefly described) background, this paper aims to
answer: Can a deep neural network model improve the performance of a MBOA?
Further, we aim to understand what types of problem structure separate performance
between MBOAs (including our new one) into can and cannot do.
In this paper, we introduce1 the Deep Optimisation algorithm (DO), which uses
a deep autoencoder model to encode relationships between problem variables. DO
differs from the existing MBOAs in two important ways. Firstly, DO constructs a
deep representation of the solution by recursively transforming the solution representation. This is performed using layerwise learning, where each layer is constructed by
recognising correlations in a distribution of solutions that are locally optimal relative
to the neighbourhood defined by the preceding layer. Each layer induced by the autoencoder transforms the representation of the solution, presenting a solution space
with a higher-level of organisation. Specifically, a change to a single variable in the
transformed representation corresponds to an organised change to multiple variables
to the solution representation. Secondly, previous MBOAs that use a neural network
model generate complete solutions from the model — Model-Informed Generation
(MIG). In contrast, DO improves a solution through an iterative search process with
steps that are informed by the model, i.e. through small changes in the latent representation — Model-Informed Variation (MIV).
DO, like other MBOAs, is inspired by the processes of biological evolution. However, whereas other methods aim to model the structure of allelic associations in a
population of individuals at a single level of biological organisation, DO is inspired
by evolutionary processes operating over multiple levels of organisation. Such Evolutionary Transitions in Individuality (ETIs) [56], have the characteristic that multiple
individuals at one level of organisation form associations that result in a new evolutionary unit at a higher level of organisation [42], e.g. the transition from unicellular
life to multicellular organisms. These are not merely cooperative relationships among
coevolving unicellular organisms. They are new evolutionary units that allow multiple units from the previous level of organisation to be combined and selected together,
enabling evolution to move through solution space at a new level of representation
[31, 55]. In DO, a deep network learns to encode solutions into a compressed latent
space. Small variations in this latent space are decoded back to the solution space,
producing large organised variations to the original problem variables. By using MIV,
in an iterative selection process (local search in the latent space), DO represents the
process of variation and selection acting on high-order evolutionary units. Each subsequent layer recodes again, in the analogue of successive hierarchical transitions in
individuality [51].
Alternative methods that use machine learning (ML) to improve optimisation
include: learning a heuristic for a set of problem instances [58, 24, 2]; learning to
combine a set of given heuristics (hyperheuristics) [45]; using a surrogate model to
approximate the fitness function [49], including ‘Bayesian optimization’ in the ML
community [43, 19]; adapting the learning function to bias future search [20, 4];
1 We follow the convention that this journal article is the introducing/defining work, notwithstanding
that a preprint version and short conference paper have described the algorithm in outline previously —
see references.
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embedding a machine learning model within the model of a combinatorial problem [25] and using machine learning to select a suitable solver [48]. In continuous
problem spaces, learning to adapt a variation operator from a population samples
has been an important advance [17] and is increasingly based on manifold learning (information geometry) approaches [32, 57]. Back in combinatorial spaces, the
cross-entropy method [12] also learns to converge its samples based on information
geometric principles, and, relatedly, ant colony optimisation algorithms solve combinatorial problems by a constructive version of a simple MBOA [59]. The use of deep
reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms for combinatorial optimisation is a popular
approach [29]. Deep reinforcement learning is used to learn a policy that performs
an action on a given state to improve the solution. This policy can then be used on
multiple instances from the same problem class. Unlike DO and other MBOAs, these
methods do not use the model to recode the neighbourhood of a search space into a
higher-level representation.
In this paper, we investigate what type of problem characteristics DO can overcome that other MBOAs cannot. We first evaluate the performance of MBOAs and
DO on the multi-dimensional Knapsack problem, and show that DO can find solutions that other MBOAs cannot. We then explore types of problem characteristics,
by using a configurable problem with controllable structure to distinguish the capabilities of MBOAs and DO. We show that their exists problem structure separates
the performance of the different models used, different methods for exploring the
reorganised neighbourhood and ability to induce a deep representation.

3 The Deep Optimisation Algorithm
In this section, we first provide a high-level motivation for the architecture of DO and
then give the specific details of how the algorithm works. Detailed comparisons of
DO’s architecture and procedures with related methods (notably other MBOAs) are
left to Section 4.
Intuitively, we might learn to use a language by first recognising the combinations
of sounds that make up common syllables, then combinations of syllables that make
up common words, and so on through phrases and sentences. With each rescaling of
the representation, we are able to construct meaningful utterances at a higher level
of organisation more easily. This, in turn, provides a better signal for us to learn the
next level of structure. Only with learning of skills at all of these levels is it possible
for an author to learn how to construct an effective essay or build a narrative arc;
search in the space of individual letters would be useless even if guided by an accurate objective function. Deep Optimisation uses a similar intuition to learn multiple
levels of representation, making it increasingly easy to construct high quality solutions to an optimisation problem, as it learns how to combine existing units together
in useful ways. An evolutionary unit is an entity subjected to variation and selection
and although its fitness may be sensitive to the other units it is evaluated with, its
variation and reproduction is, at least initially, independent from other evolutionary
units. In terms of optimisation, an evolutionary unit represents any unit of variation
— a partial solution [50] — that can be selected and combined with others to form a
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whole solution. For example, a change made to a single solution variable is the lowest
level evolutionary unit, and a change made to multiple solution variables simultaneously (which is retained or discarded together) is a higher-level unit. At the start of
the DO algorithm, each solution variable is a separate evolutionary unit. A transition
describes a transformation process that induces higher-order evolutionary units. The
transformation performs a coordinate restructuring of a single-unit change made to
a solution, enabling a single-unit change to perform a simultaneous change to multiple solution variables before selection acts. Consequently, evolution is rescaled to
operate at a higher level of organisation that facilitates informed movements between
solutions that were far apart in the original solution space [54].
This idea of rescaling the search process from searching combinations of bits to
searching combinations of modules at multiple levels (higher-levels) of organisation
is familiar in many areas of engineering and in genetic algorithms [31, 13]. However,
building-block ideas in genetic algorithms were inspired by the biology of crossover
in sexual reproduction which suffers from the need to represent the linkage of variables in a linear chromosome (a limitation largely responsible for the motivation of
MBOAs and their departure from the biology that inspired the genetic algorithm).
DO takes a different inspiration — specifically, from the ETIs and not crossover.
Each new level of representation in DO represents the formation of new evolutionary
units that in turn becomes subject to evolutionary processes. These new units can then
form relationships to create further levels of organisation as the next level is learned,
and so on, in the analogue of successive hierarchical transitions in individuality [51].
Thus a solution is now described by a set of high-level features rather than the original
problem variables.
The term transition is used in DO to describe the process of inducing higherorder evolutionary units from the existing set of lower-level evolutionary units. The
components that make up the transition processes are:
1. Discovering how existing (lower-level) units combine — providing a signal for
learning a compressed representation.
2. Inducing a compressed representation of these combinations - creating new units
at a higher-level of organisation.
3. Rescaling the process of variation and selection to operate using the higher-order
units — to search in the space defined by the compressed representation.
The following subsections describe these three components. For clarity, note that
the optimisation process (evolutionary search), is separated from the learning process;
the evolutionary process is not used to evolve a neural network as in NeuroEvolution
[44]. In DO, the compressed representation is induced (by standard ML methods)
from information discovered by the evolutionary search using the lower-level organisation, and the results are used to instantiate a new evolutionary process at the higher
level of representation. Also note that, although a case can be made that biological
ETIs naturally implement a form of DO (as is our inspiration [55, 51]), here our implementation uses abstract ML methods that do not intend to model that biology in a
direct way.
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3.1 Discovering how lower-level units combine:
In familiar learning tasks, such as classification and regression tasks, a model is
learned from a data set. In an optimisation problem, no such data set is provided.
We aim to learn information about the problem structure (which problem variables
‘go together’) but this information is only implicit in the fitness function (or objective function of the problem). To create a data set from which this information can
be discovered, we must first gain some visibility of it by ‘probing’ the problem. In
DO, this is provided by using a local search process (a simple evolutionary process)
where a fitness function guides the search process to locally optimal solutions. Although this process is uninformed (knows nothing about the problem structure except
that provided by selection) a distribution of solutions from different starting positions
can be used as a training set to extract useful information about the problem structure
implicit in the fitness function.
Hill-climbing (also known as a “(1+1) evolutionary algorithm”) is a simple evolutionary process sufficient for this. Fig. 1 illustrates a fitness landscape of an optimisation problem. For most optimisation problems, the fitness landscape is unknown
and is used here only to help demonstrate the idea. The x and y axes represent the
solution space and the z-axis represents the fitness of each solution. Hill-climbing is
an efficient method to exploit local information about the search space but is susceptible to becoming trapped at sub-optimal solutions (a locally optimal solution). In
order to escape a local optimum, a solution can be reset in a new but random region
of the solution space. However, the solution is likely to become trapped at a different
local optimum. In complex problems, the likelihood of finding a globally optimal solution via resets becomes exponentially small as the number of problem dimensions
increases.
Instead, an alternative approach to escaping a local optimum is to make a large
change to the solution, for example a multi-variable substitution in the case of a binary problem. Allowing multi-variable substitutions effectively transforms the neighbourhood of a solution space such that solutions that were initially far apart become adjacent. A multi-variable substitution could be performed by making a random change to a sub-set of the solution variables. However, the likelihood of this
producing an adaptive change vanishes as the size of the multi-variable substitution
increases. Instead, one requires a multi-variable substitution that is informed, i.e. has
knowledge of the problem structure, and is consequently more likely to improve the
fitness of a solution by enabling a large but coordinated change. The type of multivariable substitution that will be adaptive is, however, dependent on the problem instance — and it is this information that DO will learn.
A distribution of locally-optimal solutions, found by searching combinations of
units at the current level of organisation, contains combinations of variables that work
well together to some degree. The dimensionality of the variation observed in this distribution is less than the original dimensionality of possible variation. Consequently, a
dimensional compression of the distribution of solutions can be performed to induce
higher-order units of variation — extracting features of variation that appear in the
distribution of locally-optimal solutions. This much is a fairly standard approach in
MBOAs (although we use the technique of learning from a distribution of locally op-
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timal solutions [23] rather than the more common practice of using a selected subset
from a population of randomly generated solutions). But importantly, DO represents
this compression using a standard auto-encoder, enabling well-developed ML techniques to be applied and permitting multiple levels of deep structure to the learned.

z

x
y

Hill Climb
Trajectory

Fig. 1 Hill-climbing in a search space can efficiently exploit local information about the problem structure,
but can easily become trapped at a sub-optimal solution (a local optimum). The search process can be
repeatedly reset to random start points (light circles) to explore different regions of the search space and
provide a diverse distribution of locally optimal solutions (dark circles)

3.2 Inducing a compressed representation
Learning a compressed representation of a distribution of solutions found at the current level of organisation permits a transformation of the space of solutions. The
dimensional reduction will represent the data-set by extracting features that represent
the salient units of variation in the data-set. For instance, a regular relationship between variables will be extracted and represented by a variable in the higher level
representation. Consequently, differences between solutions are described as differences between features. Therefore, initially, far apart solutions (differing in the values
of multiple variables) may become neighbours in the feature representation, i.e., differ by a single higher-level feature.
Fig. 2 illustrates the corresponding effect to the fitness landscape by transforming
the representation of a solution into a set of features. Relative to the feature (compressed) representation of a solution, fitness differences will be due to differences
between features (unlike the original representation level where differences in individual variables cause fitness differences). Note, whilst the illustration shows a transformation of the fitness landscape, DO is not learning the fitness landscape, nor a
compressed representation of the fitness landscape, nor learning movements that are
good (like RL methods). DO is learning a compression of the variation, which corresponds to the reorganisation of the neighbourhood of a solution and, consequently,
the fitness landscape organisation.
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Fig. 2 Learning a compressed representation of the solutions found at the lower-level organisation induces
a higher-order search space. Solutions that were originally far apart appear closer together in the reorganised space. The induced space contains macro-scale local optima where local search in the compressed
solution space can also become trapped at sub-optimal solutions. This space, in turn, can be compressed,
constructing a multi-level representation of the solution space

3.3 Searching in the compressed representation:
The compressed representation allows for search to continue in a reorganised space.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 3. A solution is first optimised in the original search
space. Once at a local optimum, the solution is trapped, and hill-climbing can no
longer be performed at this level of organisation. Next, the solution is encoded to
the first compressed representation. At this level of organisation, hill-climbing can
be resumed by changing individual features — local search at the compressed representation level. Specifically, a local variation is performed by making a change to
a feature representation and then decoding back to the original level of organisation.
Relative to the solution representation, the change appears as a large coordinated
change to the original problem variables — yet at the higher-order representation, the
change was only a local change. The higher-order variation enabled the solution to
escape the local optimum and ‘jump over’ a fitness valley. Note that such a jump does
not guarantee that the point arrived at, on the other side of a fitness valley, is a point
of higher fitness. Rather it is useful because it can sample this distant point without
visiting all the low fitness points in the valley between. Selection on this higher-level
unit can then assess whether the change was an improvement or not. The changes thus
enabled are thus not directed in the sense of knowing in advance whether they will
afford an improvement - rather they are useful because they collapse the dimensionality of the exploration process (by using information learned from past experience
to reduce the sampling of combinations that are rarely unfit). Consequently, at the
compressed representation, hill-climbing can continue to find superior solutions that
may otherwise be pathologically difficult to find at the original level of organisation
(illustrated in Fig. 3(a)).
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(a) Hill-climbing in the original space gets
trapped at a local optimum. The solution is then
encoded to the compressed representation, where
hill-climbing can resume. The change in the
compressed space is decoded as a large but coordinated change in the original space. Consequently, enabling search to escape the local optimum

Encode
Hill Climb
Decode
Relative
Change

(b) Hill-climbing in the deeper representation is
required to escape the local optimum at the 1st
compressed representation. This makes a large
coordinated change in the 1st layer space and
even larger coordinated change in the original
space

Fig. 3 Hill climbing in a higher-order representation can result in a large and coordinated change in the
original solution representation. This can be achieved by encoding a solution to the higher-order representation, making a local variation in this new space, and then decoding back to the original representation

3.4 Successive Transitions in Individuality
At the solution level, there exist many local optima that trap a local search operator.
Searching at the compressed representation causes a higher-order variation that can
escape these fine-scale local optima. In turn, searching in the compressed solution
space can also become trapped, i.e., solutions that differ by a single higher-level feature do not improve the current solution, and therefore the problem contains macroscale local optimal (Fig. 3(a)). To escape a local optimum at the macro-scale, an
additional compression is learned. By encoding to the second layer of organisation,
hill-climbing can again be performed. Illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the local change at the
second level of organisation is decoded back, performing a large coordinated change
to the first layer of organisation and an even larger but still coordinated change to original solution representation. Further, the idea of inducing a compressed representation
can be performed indefinitely, constructing a multi-level compressed representation
of the search space.
Each level of organisation induces a reorganised representation of a solution,
which in turn transforms the neighbourhood, and therefore fitness landscape, of the
solution space, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The evolutionary search process does not
change; it is just rescaled into a new representation. Specifically, each solution is
updated by hill-climbing at the compressed representation finding locally-optimal
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solutions in the compressed representation. The distribution of solutions found at the
compressed representation level will contain information about how the units of variation at the compressed representation level (higher-order units of variation) combine
to improve the fitness of a solution. In the language analogy, the distribution of solutions can contain information about how syllables can combine into words. An additional compressed representation can be induced, compressing the units of variation
at the first layer of organisation to an even higher-order unit of variation — providing
large coordinated variation when decoded into the first layer of organisation.
The idea of search in reorganised neighbourhoods shares similarities with the
well-known Variable Neighbourhood Search method [18], where a fixed search is
performed using a number of different neighbourhoods. However, in VNS these
neighbourhoods are manually defined in advance, whereas in DO, a compression of a
neighbourhood is induced from solutions found in a larger neighbourhood, providing
a new and intelligent space to search in without requiring a priori domain knowledge.
Also, it has been shown that constraints in a mathematical programming formulation
can be used to adapt the search space during optimisation, which in-turn has produced good results for challenging problems [47, 39]. Here, constraints are applied
that break the symmetry that can appear in repeated runs, which in effect filters out
and avoids redundant areas of the search space that have already been visited. This
shares similarities with DO, and MBOAs in more general, where the reorganisation
of the solution space is not defined prior to the run (unlike in VNS) and emerges due
to the solutions found during optimisation. However, MBOAs differ to this approach
as a machine learning model is used to adapt the search space rather than utilising
predefined constraints. Further and more detailed parallels between DO’s architecture and operation, and those of related methods, is the subject of the next section.

4 Comparing characteristics of Model-Building Optimisation Algorithms
Before running experimental comparisons, we first discuss how different features of
various MBOA’s might correspond to different problem-solving abilities. The characteristics of a fitness landscape present challenges that an algorithm must overcome
to find a superior solution efficiently. We are interested in methods that explore the
fitness landscape in order to find a globally optimal solution despite these challenges.
MBOAs explore the landscape using processes inspired by natural evolution. The
model captures relationships between variables from a distribution of promising solutions. These relationships are then exploited by informing future search. Among
different state-of-the-art MBOAs, there exist substantial differences both in the type
of models that are learned, and also in the way in which the models (once learned)
are used to inform the search process. Consequently, we expect these differences to
effect the performance of an MBOA. Further, we expect the introduction of a new
MBOA that uses a deep neural network in a new way, providing a novel contribution
to the class of MBOAs, to also have a significant impact on the adaptive capabilities.
In this section, we introduce the state-of-the-art MBOAs, and also examine the differences between the algorithms more closely to separate the capability of DO from
the state-of-the-art MBOAs.
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4.1 Linkage Tree Genetic Algorithm (LTGA)
LTGA [46] uses agglomerative clustering to construct a hierarchical tree compression
of the linkage information. The linkage information is provided by the dependency
structure matrix (DSM), representing the variation of information between two clusters, populated from a distribution of promising solutions. Each variable is initially
considered a separate cluster. After each clustering step, the DSM is updated to include the clustering. The outcome is a tree data-structure of linkage-sets, with each
set representing a compression of lower-order linkage-sets.
New solutions are found by using a search method called optimal-mixing: As a
generalised analogue of crossover in sexual recombination, the constructed linkageset determines which variables to exchange between solutions. The model thus represents the structure of dependencies between variables, not the values assigned to
variables. Values are constructed from a random solution drawn from the population. As such, the variation applied to a solution is dependent on the population and
linkage-set. Each linkage-set is utilised by traversing the tree with each beneficial
exchange being kept. This is applied to all solutions in a population. A new model is
then constructed using the new distribution of solutions.

4.2 Parameterless Population Pyramid (P3)
P3 [15] is an advancement of the LTGA, that uses multiple incremental tree linkagesets as the model. P3 maintains multiple populations arranged in a hierarchy. Each
level of the hierarchy can be summarised as an LTGA instance, and thus each population has its own linkage-tree model that exploits information contained only at the
corresponding population level. What differs significantly from other state-of-the-art
MBOAs is how the populations are managed. A solution is generated one at a time. A
local search is applied to the solution to provide a solution containing variable combinations that contribute to the solution quality. This solution is then added to the lowest
level population that does not already include this solution. When a new solution is
added to a population, the linkage-tree model for that population is reconstructed.
The solution is then update via optimal mixing using the population and model only
at the current level in the population hierarchy. If the solution is improved, the solution is added to the population at the next level in the hierarchy. If no improvement
is found, then the solution is left in the population, and the algorithm restarts with
a new solution. The significant advantage of P3 is that it requires no tuning of the
population size. However, the algorithm exploits a type of incremental learning —
an online learning method — to update the model, which can become costly as many
models can be reconstructed at each iteration.

4.3 Hierarchical Bayesian Optimisation Algorithm (hBOA)
hBOA [34] uses a Bayesian network to represent variable dependencies in a distribution of promising solutions. The construction process uses a greedy algorithm that
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adds directed edges to an empty graph based on how much it improves the Bayesian
information criterion — a pairwise metric that accounts for the likelihood function
and model complexity. The model construction requires both learning the linkage
structure and conditional probabilities. Learning high-order interactions causes an
exponential increase in the number of parameters. hBOA limits this by representing
regularities in conditional probabilities using decision trees.
New solutions are generated by sampling the model to generate a complete solution (MIG). Restricted tournament replacement (RTR) is then used for solution
replacement. Specifically, the solution, within a subset of the population, that is the
nearest neighbour (Hamming distance) to the generated solution is used for competition. The solution with greater fitness is retained. As such, this process is functionally
related to searching in a redefined neighbourhood. MIG is repeated to generate a new
distribution of solutions. A new model is then constructed using the new distribution
of solutions.
4.4 Dependency Structure Matrix Genetic Algorithm (DSMGA-II)
DSMGA-II [22] uses an incremental graph linkage-set as the model. DSMGA-II
maintains a population of candidate solutions. The model is constructed from the distribution of solutions selected using binary tournament selection. New solutions are
generated by two extensions of optimal mixing (restricted-mixing and back-mixing).
However, the method of finding new solutions shares the same idea as LTGA and P3,
where the linkage-set is used to determine which variables exchange states between
solutions. The subtle difference comes from deciding which solutions to use for the
exchange. Like LTGA, the linkage set is constructed using a DSM. However, instead
of using agglomerate clustering, DSMGA-II constructs a linkage set by searching for
a specific sub-graph called the approximation maximum-weight connected sub-graph
(AMWCS). The linkage set produced is a graph structure: it is possible for a cluster
to have multiple parents.
4.5 Deep Optimisation (DO)
DO [6] constructs a deep autoencoder model using a layerwise procedure. The autoencoder model consists of an encoder (E) and decoder (D) network that transforms
an input to a latent representation (H) and then back to the original input representation. Specifically, Sr = D(E(S)), where S and Sr is a solution and solution reconstruction respectively.
The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. A population is first initialised. Local
variation and selection in the solution representation are applied (to a set of solutions independently), generating a distribution of promising candidate solutions. An
autoencoder with a single hidden layer is then trained using the distribution of solutions as the training set. The parameters of the encoder and decoder are updated using
back-propagation to minimise the error between the input solution and reconstructed
solution. Dropout is used during training, to encourage a latent representation that
captures the relationships between the variables.
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Algorithm 1: Deep Optimisation
Initialize: Population of Solutions;
Initialize: Single layered Autoencoder model;
T=0;
while T < Maximum Number of Transitions do
for Solution in Population do
while Optimizing Solution do
Apply variation and selection to Solution using MIV
// apply transition
if T > 1 AND Model Depth < Maximum Model Depth then
Add another hidden layer to the autoencoder model;
Train autoencoder using the population as training set;
T=T+1;

Search then continues at the new latent representation using the learned model
this is the first ‘transition’ and is illustrated in Fig. 4. Specifically, each solution in
the population is updated in the following manner. A solution is encoded to produce
a latent representation, H. A local change is then made to the latent representation,
producing H 0 . Both representations are then decoded and binarized, to produce Sr
and Sr0 respectively. A new model-informed variant, S0 , is constructed from S using
S0 = S + (Sr0 − Sr ). Intuitively, this approximates S0 = Sr0 but avoids the requirement
that the autoencoder reconstruction is perfect. If S0 is fitter than S then S0 is kept; otherwise, S is retained. MIV of this form is iterated to accumulate further improvements
if available. We refer to this as local search in the latent space. When applied to all
solutions in the population this produces a distribution of solutions that are locally
optimal relative to neighbourhood of the latent representation. A new hidden layer is
then added to the model and trained, updating the parameters for both layers, using
the new distribution of solutions. This is the second transition. This process is repeated through multiple transitions, applying local search in the latent representation
of solutions and then training a new layer added on to the autoencoder. When the
model has multiple layers, MIV can be applied by perturbing a variable at any layer.
In this paper, MIV first searches at the deepest layer of the autoencoder model for a
solution, and then searches at the solution level. DO, as the other MBOAs, performs
best by prioritising simpler models over more complex models. In hBOA and LTGA
this parsimony pressure is implicit in the model construction. DO enables this to be
explicitly controlled using standard neural network techniques such as L1 and L2
regularisation.

4.6 How do these methods vary in their Model Induction and Model-Informed
Search capabilities?
The algorithms introduced above have many complex features and differences one
from the other. This makes it rather difficult to understand what one algorithm might
be able to do that another cannot. Here we examine these differences more carefully
in terms of their consequences for the structure they can represent, their methods to
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Fig. 4 Schematic of the transition process performed by DO. First, the population of solutions is updated
by performing local search at the current level of organisation (initially, the solution representation L = 0).
A hidden layer, H1 , is then added to the autoencoder model (1). The autoencoder model is then trained
using the distribution of solutions found (2). After training, a transition occurs, and each solution is updated
by performing local search at the hidden representation (H1 ) of the solution (3) - a process we call ModelInformed Variation (MIV). The process repeats: finding a distribution of locally optimal solutions relative
to the deepest layer, adding a further hidden layer and updating the model, and then performing local
search at the new hidden layer to update the population solutions.
Method
DO
DO1
LTGA
hBOA
DSMGA-II
P3

MIG
×
×
×
X
×
×

MIC
×
×
X
×
X
X

MIV
X
X
×
×
×
×

Pair-wise
×
×
X
X
X
X

Properties
Multi-v’te Tree-based
X
×
X
×
×
X
×
×
×
×
×
X

Graph-based
X
X
×
X
X
×

Deep
X
×
×
×
×
X

‘Houpi’
X
X
×
×
×
×

Table 1 Summary of the key properties of the model-based optimisation algorithms considered in our
experiments, where ‘Houpi’ means that higher order units (of variation) are population independent

induce this structure and how they use this structure to move in solution space. Table
1 summarises the differences between MBOAs. We make the following hypothesis
about the types of problems that will distinguish their different capabilities.
1. LTGA and P3 use a strict binary tree to represent the dependencies between variables and are therefore restricted to representing non-overlapping dependencies.
For DO, hBOA and DSMGA-II, this is not the case. Consequently, when the set
of adaptive units of variation have overlapping solution variables, LTGA and P3
will necessarily fail to improve a solution, whereas DO, hBOA and DSMGA-II
will not.
2. Model-Informed Generation (MIG) and Model-Informed Crossover (MIC) use
a population of solutions to update a solution that is considered a neighbour in
the compressed search space learned by the model. Model-Informed Variation
(MIV) on the other hand does not use a population as the model contains all the
necessary information. Therefore, if search removes the diversity in a population,
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MBOAs using MIG or MIC (LTGA, P3, DSMGA-II and hBOA) will necessarily
fail to find this fitter solution, were as MIV (performed by DO) will not.
3. All MBOAs, at some point, use pairwise statistics between variables to construct
the model, whereas DO does not. Consequently, when the set of adaptive directions of variation appear independent when measured using pairwise statistics (or
cannot be well approximated using pairwise statistics), all MBOAs will necessarily fail to search in the higher-order organisation, whereas DO will not.
The first hypothesis refers to overlapping dependencies which was identified as
an issue early during the development of EDAs [3, 35]. However, benchmarks containing overlap used to demonstrate a multivariate models’ performance turned out
to be solvable in polynomial time using LTGA and P3 [16, 22, 8]. Therefore, an important distinction we make here is that we specifically refer to overlap in the set of
adaptive directions of variation rather than dependencies in a fitness function.
The second hypothesis refers to the differences in methods used by MBOAs to
construct a change. The methods are Model-Informed Generation (MIG), ModelInformed Crossover (MIC), and Model-Informed Variation (MIV). For a binary problem, suppose that in a distribution of promising solutions we observe that two particular solution variables frequently take the same value as each other i.e., 00 or 11.
And suppose we learn a model that represents this relationship. In MIG, the model is
used to generate 00 and 11 more often than 01 or 10. In MIC, the model represents
variables v1 and v2 as a linkage-set. Crossover is then performed between two random
solutions using the linkage set as a crossover mask. Considering the model captured
this information from the same distribution of solutions used to perform crossover,
the crossover operation is likely to exchange between values 11 or 00. In MIV, the
model compresses and represents the factor of variation as a single dimension, i.e.,
the model represents 00 and 11 as neighbours even though they are not neighbours
in the original space. The single-unit change is applied to the compressed representation unit, decoding back to the original problem variables as a simultaneous change
to multiple solution variables. MIG is not pre-conditioned to account for the solution
it is to replace or update. hBOA, however, uses Restricted Tournament Replacement
(RTR), after MIG, that subsequently approximates the process of updating a solution
that is local in the compressed solution space. Specifically, RTR finds a solution in the
current population that is the minimum Hamming distance away from the generated
solution. Selection is then applied, updating the solution if the generated solution is
fitter. Therefore, MIG (+RTR) and MIC are limited approximations of local search in
the neighbourhood defined by the model, where both methods rely on a population of
solutions to update a single solution with a neighbouring solution in the compressed
neighbourhood. MIV on the other hand does not require a population. Consequently,
if search removes diversity in the population, MIG and MIC can be susceptible to
failure whereas MIV will be less so.
Finally, the third hypothesis refers to the model construction methods used by
all MBOAs. All models are constructed by adding linkage between nodes that show
greatest measure of dependency in the distribution of solutions. However, as the order
of the statistics increases the complexity of calculating the dependency information
increases exponentially. Therefore, to simplify model construction, all MBOAs ex-
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cluding DO use pairwise statistics to approximate the dependency information. DO,
on the other hand, learns the parameter values by incrementally updating the weights
of the network in the direction that reduces the reconstruction error. Therefore DO
is not limited to pairwise statistics. Consequently, we hypothesise that DO will be
capable of inducing a higher-order representation of variation when the information
about how lower-level units interact cannot be measured using pairwise statistics. The
characteristic of pairwise independent functions is known to cause failure to MBOAs
that construct models using pairwise statistics [26].
In all discussed methods, an individual solution is perturbed using a centralised
method (a single model that is used to update all solutions). The set of all possible
adaptive changes for any given solution must therefore be captured and represented
by the model. Which change is adaptive is dependent on the solution that is being
updated. Therefore, the challenges an MBOA must overcome can be attributed to
distribution of changes that are required to update the population of solutions. Therefore, the set of all variations — precisely the challenge of separating and representing
the directions of variation — will directly affect the model induction and exploitation capability of an MBOA. In Section 6, we explore how optimisation problems
can explicitly create the challenges described in these hypotheses and then evaluate
each MBOA’s and DO’s performance to overcome these challenges. Before that, we
provide a more general motivation of DO’s problem-solving strengths by considering
a well-known NP-hard optimization class: multiple knapsack.

5 Multi-Dimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP)
In this section, we evaluate the performance of MBOAs and DO using a well-known
applied problem, with the focus on considering relationships between problem structure, and the ability of algorithms to exploit that structure. We use benchmark MKP
instances from [9]. Results for a simple genetic algorithm (GA), LTGA and dBOA
(hBOA = dBOA + RTR) are provided [27]. Here we compare these against results
for DO and a variant of DO used as a control. Specifically, because DO has many
differences from the other methods we want to test whether deep representations are
really improving the problem solving ability, or whether it is the other algorithmic
differences that are doing the work. To do this, we use DO1 which is DO limited to
use only one hidden layer. This control also enables us to assess whether the problems
we are working on have structure that can be exploited by deep models that cannot be
exploited by shallow models. Further, we include results found by a single-bit local
search (LS) and a 2-bit local search (2bLS), allowing for item swaps, to illustrate the
performance improvement made by the models.
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The objective of MKP is to assign a set of items that maximises the combined
value while within the m knapsack dimensions. Formally, MKP is expressed as
N

maximize

∑ p jx j

,

(1)

j=1
N

subject to

∑ w ji x j ≤ ci ,

i = 1, . . . , m

,

(2)

j=1

x j ∈ {0, 1} ,

j = 1, . . . , N

,

(3)

where p j is the value of item j, N is the number of available items, x j is a binary
assignment determining if item j is selected, wi j is the size of item j in dimension i
and ci is the total capacity of the knapsack in dimension i. The instances were constructed in the following way. The dimension size for each item wi j was generated
from a discrete uniform distribution U(0, 1000). The capacity of each dimension ci
was calculated as ci = α ∑Nj=1 wi j where α is called the tightness ratio. Instances with
a smaller tightness ratio and or higher knapsack dimension are generally considered
more complex. Comparison is made using an instance size of N=100, knapsack dimensions (m) of 5, 10 and 30 and tightness ratios (α) of 0.25 and 0.75.
All algorithms, except DO, use a repair operator to overcome the problem challenge of infeasible solutions. Given an infeasible solution, the repair operator iteratively removes individual items, in the order of lowest to highest utility, calculated by
u j = p j /(∑m
i=1 ri j ), until no constraints are violated. Then, items are iteratively added,
in the order of highest to lowest utility, to the solution until an item addition violates
a constraint. When this occurs, the item is not assigned and the repair is terminated.
DO does not use a repair operator; if a variation to a solution violates a constraint, it
is rejected rather than repaired. DO therefore only stays within the feasible region of
the solution space. Comparing DO with MBOAs that utilise a domain-specific repair
operator puts DO at a significant disadvantage, and serves to demonstrate both the
applicability of DO (without using methods specific to this domain) and its ability to
exploit problem structure in applied problems.
All algorithms use a population size of 1000 and run until the population converges. The population of dBOA and LTGA are initialised using LS to improve the
signal of good variable combinations. For DO, LS and 2bLS all solution variables are
initialised with 0s (an empty knapsack). The average best solution gap found for 10
instances of a problem type m, α are reported in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 5.
The comparison between LS and 2bLS shows a significant improvement when a
variation operator can swap items in and out of the knapsack rather than only add
items. This indicates the usefulness of domain-specific operators. The simple GA
using a repair operator outperforms LS. hBOA, LTGA and DO all find superior solutions compared to the basic methods. Significantly, the results show that DO appears
to provide good results compared to other MBOAs, with greatest performance observed in the most complex cases (large m). This shows that DO is able to exploit
more structure from the population than other MBOAs. Further, by comparing DO
with DO1 , the results show that a deep model is required to exploit this structure.
The results presented here are a comparison of the models used in MBOAs. Whilst
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Table 2 Performance evaluation on MKP instances

% Gap from Optimum Fitness
m

α

LS

2bLS

GA

dBOA

LTGA

DO1

DO

5
10
30
5
10
30

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.75
0.75

14.69
15.44
14.91
5.02
5.66
6.03

6.79
6.03
4.70
1.69
1.42
0.84

0.67
NA
NA
0.48
0.75
1.08

0.56
1.33
1.74
0.13
0.37
0.49

0.19
0.75
1.43
0.19
0.40
0.49

0.65
1.43
1.18
0.16
0.16
0.26

0.30
0.63
0.65
0.05
0.07
0.11

Model

NA

NA

NA

Bayesian
Network

Linkage
Tree

AE
1D

AE
6D

dBOA

LTGA

DO₁

Large tightness ratio
DO

100
99.8
99.6
99.4
99.2
99
98.8
98.6
98.4
98.2
98
5

10

30

Best solution found relative to best knwon (%)

Best solution found relative to best knwon (%)

Small tightness ratio
GA

GA

LTGA

DO₁

DO

99.8
99.6
99.4
99.2
99
98.8
5

Knapsack Dimension

(a) Small tightness ratio (α = 0.25)

dBOA

100

10

30

Knapsack Dimension

(b) Large tightness ratio (α = 0.75)

Fig. 5 The average difference between the best solution and best known solution

improvements can be made to LTGA, hBOA and DO in the form of utilising domainspecific methods [28], for these results, the model is the primary method (or only
method in the case of DO) that improves a candidate solution. Thus, an MBOA’s
performance can, we suggest, be improved by using a deep model.
These results demonstrate that DO is able to solve some problems better than
other state-of-the-art methods. But we want to know why. What exactly is it that DO
can do that the other methods cannot? Our main contribution, therefore, is to provide this understanding by using a synthetic problem construction to explore different
problem challenges as per the hypotheses above.

6 Exploring characteristics of problem difficulty
In this section, we investigate the types of problem structure that distinguish the capabilities of MBOAs, including DO. Specifically, we identify problem characteristics
that cause a polynomial vs exponential time complexity differentiation between the
MBOAs. Previous works comparing MBOAs [46, 22, 16] have not provided examples that show such a distinction.
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To clarify the differences between MBOAs we divide the issues involved into
two: the type of models they use, and how they use those models to enhance search.
That is, the differences between the type of neighbourhood compression a model
can perform (differences in model capacity and construction) and the differences between the methods used to exploit information from the model to inform search. We
do this because an MBOA may be capable of accurately reorganising a solution’s
neighbourhood (sufficient model capacity), but cannot efficiently exploit the information to explore it. Conversely, an MBOA may be capable of efficiently exploring
the neighbourhood of a solution if it were given a suitable model, but the method cannot learn such a model. To explore these capabilities separately, we use a construction
for synthetic optimisation problems that separates the complexity of reorganising a
solution’s neighbourhood (model induction) and the type of search to perform in the
reorganised neighbourhood (model exploitation). We achieve this by separating the
fitness function, that normally maps a solution S directly to fitness, into two parts: a
compression mapping C, that maps S into a higher-level binary representation R, and
an environmental mapping (E) that maps R into fitness; detailed in Equation 4,
F(S) = E(R) = E(C(S)) .

(4)

In this way, C is used to control how difficult it is to induce a compressed representation and E is used to control how difficult it to find higher-order solutions given that
compressed representation.
What makes this problem construction useful is that the change at S, informed by
the model of an MBOA, required to make a single-unit change at R can be defined
independently from how these changes are used to find higher-order solutions. This
problem construction enables us to attribute the performance differences between
MBOAs to specific problem characteristics related to either the reorganisation of the
neighbourhood of a solution, by changing C, or the ability to explore the reorganised solution neighbourhood, by changing E. In the sections that follow we develop
three different compression mappings and three different environment mappings, and
then we test the algorithms on the 9 combinations of these mappings. Each mapping
is constructed to test a different capabilities of MBOAs. We begin with relatively
simple aspects of difficulty (such as simple modularity that requires an algorithm to
generate such modules). We then progress through more difficult properties that require either more advanced model induction or more sophisticated search using the
model. We empirically find that some of these properties are more difficult than others insomuch as fewer of the standard algorithms are able to cope with these problem
characteristics. Accordingly, in a rough sense, we end up with ‘easy’, ‘medium’ and
‘hard’ versions of each mapping (Table 3).
The resulting range of problems is thereby carefully developed such that if an
algorithm can overcome the problem characteristics, finding a global optimum takes
polynomial time; otherwise, the algorithm takes exponential time. This allows for a
scaling analysis to identify problem characteristics that an MBOA can do (polynomial running time) and problem characteristics that an MBOA cannot do (exponential
running time).
In introducing this synthetic problem, some unfamiliar terminology is introduced.
Table 3 provides a glossary of acronyms used.
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Term
R
C
E
BB
PS
Compression mappings
NOV
OV
NPOV
Environment mappings
GC
HGC
RS

Description
Higher-level binary representation
Compression mapping: maps from solution space, S, to R
Environmental mapping: maps from R to fitness
Building block: a subset of solution variables
Partial solution: values assigned to a BB
Non-overlapping variation (easiest case)
Overlapping variation (medium difficulty)
Non-Pairwise overlapping variation (hardest case)
Generating combinations (easiest case)
Hierarchically generating combinations (medium difficulty)
Rescaling search (hardest case)

Table 3 Glossary of acronyms and terms used in Section 6

6.1 The Compression mapping (C) from solution space to new representation
The Compression Mapping (C) defines the relationships an MBOA model must learn
and represent in order to efficiently search at the higher-level representation R and
consequently follow the fitness signal. An MBOA can only apply variation to the solution representation S. Therefore, in order to move efficiently at R, the MBOA must
induce the relationships in C such that model-informed search applies the correct
change at S to move at R.
To ensure that C is learnable as the problem size increases, we construct a compression map using a set of building-blocks (BBs) — a familiar construction used for
evaluating the performance of MBOAs (technically, these modules are not building
blocks in the sense of the building-block hypothesis familiar in genetic algorithms
because they do not have tight linkage [14]). Each BB maps a disjoint set of solution
variables (Sm ) to representation variables Rm as detailed in Equation 5,
R = C(S) = R1 , . . . , Rm = bb(S1 ), . . . , bb(Sm ) ,

(5)

where bb is a BB mapping and m is the number of BBs. A BB performing a compression from four solution units to two binary representation units is sufficient for
the purposes of this paper, i.e., to distinguish the model induction abilities of all the
algorithms (compression’s to one unit can be solved using a simple model [23]). The
compression (two binary units in R) identifies four particular configurations in S (each
containing four solution bits) from the sixteen possible that we call partial-solutions
(PS). Each PS is represented by a unique binary code at Rm in the two binary units
of R. A Combination in Sm that is not a PS is represented at Rm by null values. The
E map only rewards non-null values in R. Therefore, in finding a PS to a BB, the PS
must be substituted with an alternative PS to avoid deleterious fitness changes.
The PS set controls the compression complexity of a BB. We synthetically determine this to induce particular characteristics in the higher-order unit substitutions
required in S to vary between PSs (i.e., the change required to move to an alternative PS in a single step). Note, there exist other operators to move between PSs, we
specifically refer to the substitutions that allows movements from a PS to its near-
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b) Overlapping
Variation (OV) - Medium
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Fig. 6 A BB of size four contains four partial solutions each represented by a unique binary code at
R. Alternative combinations are represented by nulls. The set of partial solutions controls the multi-unit
substitution, ∆ S, an MBOA needs to perform to make a single-unit change in R. The characteristics of
multi-unit substitutions explored are (a) non-overlapping, (b) overlapping and (c) non-pairwise overlapping
Solution to Higher level representation map (C)
Non-Overlapping
Variation (NOV) - Easy

Overlapping
Variation (OV) - Medium

Non-Pairwise Overlapping
Variation (NPOV) - Hard

Fig. 7 The mutual information within a BB for each compression mapping (C) type

est PS using a single unit change, i.e., a higher-order unit substitution that makes a
single-unit (local) change in R. The types explored in this paper are Non-Overlapping
Variation (NOV), Overlapping Variation (OV) and Non-Pairwise Overlapping Variation (NPOV), which are considered easy, medium and hard difficulty respectively.
Fig. 6 illustrates, for each variation set type (BB mapping), the change required in S,
∆ S, to make a change in R.
The NOV case (easy case) presents the baseline complexity where substitutions
performed to move between PSs do not overlap. All MBOAs are capable of representing NOV, evidenced by [36, 16, 22]. The set of PSs: {0000,0101,1010,1111} create
an instance of higher-order substitutions that do not overlap. Specifically, the singlepoint substitution (∆ S) that changes a PS to an alternative neighbouring PS (a hamming distance of 2 away) is accessed by a substitution in the set ∆ S ={{s1 s3 },{s2 s4 }},
where sn represents that the value of variable n is changed during the substitution. In
the case of NOV, each entry is disjoint from all other entries, i.e., a variable is one
element of the substitution set.
The OV case (medium difficulty) present a complexity where higher-order substitutions do overlap. The set of PSs {0000,0101,1001,1111} is an instance that contains
overlap in the set of higher-order substitutions. Specifically, the single-point substitution (∆ S) that changes a PS to an alternative neighbouring PS (a hamming distance of
2 away) is accessed by a substitution in the set ∆ S = {{s1 s4 },{s2 s4 },{s1 s3 },{s2 s3 }}.
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In the case of OV, each entry is not disjoint, i.e, a variable can be in multiple elements
of the substitution set.
In the example illustrated in Fig. 6.b, for PS 0000, the single-point substitutions
that change the PS to a neighbouring PS share the variable s4 . For example, improving
S, in the case of OV, the substitutions that changes S to an alternative PS is {s1 ,s4 } or
{s2 ,s4 }, where s4 is shared. For NOV (Fig. 6.a), the substitutions that changes S to an
alternative PS is {s1 ,s3 } or {s2 ,s4 }, where no variable is shared.
Finally, the NPOV case (hard case) contains an overlapping complexity where
the linkage cannot be identified using pairwise statistics. Specifically, the differences
between solutions, and consequently the set of substitutions that moves between PSs,
appear univariate using pairwise statistics — a property called pairwise independent functions [26]. The set of PSs, {1111,0011,0100,1000} creates the instance that
contains non-pairwise identifiable overlap. The single-point substitution (∆ S) that
changes a PS to an alternative neighbouring PS (a hamming distance of 2 away) is
accessed by a substitution in the set ∆ S = {{s1 s2 },{s1 s3 ,4 }}. The complexity is contained at variabless1 , s2 and s3 , variable s4 is used to maintain a consistent module
size across module types and thus takes the same value as variable s3 (does not add
to the complexity).
Fig. 7 presents the mutual-information between a pair of variables for each BB
type. In the case of C=NOV, linkage information does not overlap. For, C=OV, linkage information does overlap. For C=NPOV, variables s1 , s2 and s3 s4 appear independent yet two variables must change simultaneously to avoid a deleterious fitness
effect. A problem instance uses the same BB mapping for all BB. Therefore, the
complexity of C is attributed to the particular characteristics of a BB mapping, i.e.,
if an algorithm can learn a BB mapping, learning more of the same only increases
the complexity of separating the building-blocks. The optimal PS to use in each BB
is a function of the dependencies between building-blocks, controlled separately by
E. The optimal PS to use in each module is a function of the dependencies that exist
between the modules, which are defined by the environment mapping E.

6.2 The Environment mapping (E) from the new representation to fitness
The E map defines how PSs, and therefore units in R, interact to provide a higherorder solution (a combination of PSs). We explore different E mapping types that
induce different search characteristics. The Hierarchically Generating Combinations
(HGC) mapping requires an algorithm to rescale variation to higher orders of organisation repeatedly and is considered our medium difficulty case. The Rescaling
Search (RS) mapping requires an algorithm to perform a local search in the reorganised representation and is considered our hard difficulty case. Finally, the Generating Combinations (GC) mapping is the baseline case, and therefore considered our
easy difficulty case, where MIV, MIG and MIC can easily follow the fitness signal
to higher-order solutions. The types of E mappings investigated here are relatively
straightforward, i.e., a globally optimal solution can be found in polynomial time
using a hill-climber or an MBOA when S=R (when C is an identity map).
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A PS is easily found by rewarding only non-null values in R. Specifically, all E
maps have the contribution defined in Equation 6,
(
m
0, if Ri = null
(6)
Fr = ∑ f (Ri ), f (Ri ) =
1, otherwise .
i=0
Note, during optimisation, a MBOA compresses the search space. Consequently,
it is important that during optimisation, the complexity in the compression mapping
is not removed when combining combining PSs. This is achieved by ensuring that all
PSs are required at all stages of the search process until a global optimum is found
(i.e., the loss of the ability to access a PS will result in failure of the algorithm to find
a globally optimal solution). This property is included in the synthetic optimisation
problem by separating R into two sets, R1 and R2 . Each set contains only a single
representation unit from each BB; thus, each set contains m representation units (a
compression of a module produces two representation units). Both sets are used to
calculate the fitness of the solution and therefore, during search, the compression
performed in R1 is independent from the the compression performed in R2 , and vice
versa. Consequently, a compression only occurs between modules and not within,
ensuring all PSs are required during optimisation.
The baseline E mapping (easy case), called Generating Combinations (GC), requires a MBOA to only combine a PS one at a time with the PS that has the majority in the solution being optimised. Consequently, the signal that leads to a globally
optimal solution can be identified from a distribution of randomly generated solutions that conserve PSs. Thus all MBOAs, regardless of the differences between their
model-informed search methods, can efficiently follow a signal to higher-order solutions. Thus the mapping evaluates an MBOAs capability to learn C. The fitness
(Equation 7), is a summation of the Hamming weight (H()) distance of each R set
from the middle hamming weight of a subset (m/4). The separation of R1 and R2
produces a problem containing four global optima; each one containing the same PS
in all BBs,
F = Fr + |H(R1 ) −

m
m
| + |H(R2 ) − | .
4
4

(7)

Interesting cases for MBOAs arise when a subset of low-order components can
form high-order components, such as the case of hierarchical problem structure. Here
we use the same hierarchical construction used in [52] as all MBOAs can overcome
this characteristic when C is the identity map. This is because higher-order combinations can be efficiently identified by generating a distribution of solutions using
the lower-level combinations. Therefore, this mapping evaluates an MBOA’s capability to represent combinations of the variation operators at multiple scales of organisation. We name this mapping Hierarchically Generating Combinations (HGC)
(medium difficulty). The hierarchical dependencies are represented by a binary tree
containing D = log2 (2m) layers. Each layer l contains 2D−l parent nodes. Each node
i , r j ) from the
(rl ) represents an additive combination (A) of two child nodes (rl−1
l−1
layer below. A parent node represents the common value if the child nodes contain
the same value (excluding nulls), otherwise it represents a null. This compression is
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provided in Equation 8. A parent node with a non-null value is assigned a fitness
benefit. The total fitness, Equation 9, is the sum of all fitness contributions from all
parent nodes,
i
rl+1

= A(rli , rlj ),

(
ri ,
if ri = r j
A(ri , r j ) =
null, otherwise ,

(8)

(
0, if ri = null
f (ri ) =
1, otherwise .

(9)

D 2D−l

F = Fr + ∑

∑

f (rli ),

l=0 i=0

The hierarchical linkage is shuffled for each instance to ensure that overlapping variation operators are present at all representation scales.
Fig. 8 illustrates how the depth of overlap can be controlled. The figure contains
a problem of size N=16. Each node on the bottom layer is a solution variable, and
each node on a higher level is a representation variable of the solution. The lines between nodes represent the linkage between nodes. At representation L1 , there are 4
representation nodes, colour coded to identify the dependent solution variables. Here
a solution variables is a member of multiple representation nodes at L1 . At representation L2 , there are 2 representation nodes, numbered to identify the dependent
solution variables. Here a solution variables is a member of only a single representation units at L2 . Thus the problem has been reduced from overlapping variation at
representation L1 to non-overlapping variation for L2 .
L3 Representation
2

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

L2 Representation

1

1

2

L1 Representation

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Intermediate
Representation (R)
2

Solution (S)

Fig. 8 E=HGC with overlap up to L1 Representation. At L2 Representation a change to a representation
unit, e.g, unit 1, causes a change to solution units that are disjoint from other representation units at the
same level, e.g., solution variables that are a member of representation unit 2. At the L1 Representation,
changes to representation units, e.g., colour red shares variables with other representation units, e.g. colour
blue, at the same level. Therefore, L1 Representation contains overlap and L2 Representation does not
contain overlap
.

The last type we explore is when higher-order components are not found by combining lower-order components. Rather they are found by searching in the space of
lower-order components. Therefore, this mapping evaluates an MBOA’s capability
to exploit information from the model and search in the learnt representation (reorganised neighbourhood), hence we name this mapping Rescaling Search (RS) (hard
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case). This characteristic is created by defining a unique path (UP) to the global solution. The location on the path is provided by coordinates: The Hamming weight of
each R subset is used as coordinates for a 2D fitness mapping:
F = Fr +UP[H(R1 ), H(R2 )] .

(10)

The mapping contains a monotonically increasing slope function that takes any solution towards the start of the path at coordinates (R1 , R2 ) = (m, m/2). The path proceeds to coordinates (m, 0) → (0,0) → (0, m) → (m, m) , where (m, m) is the global
optimum. Each step along the path increases the fitness, and thus deviations from the
path cause a deleterious fitness. Using R1 and R2 ensures that local variations in R
must be performed. A non-local change would cause a change to the other coordinate, causing a deviation from the path. Note, the path length scales polynomially
with respect to the problem size and is easy to follow via local search in R, thus
differentiating it from the long path problem [21].
Higher level representation to Fitness map (E)
Rescaling Search (RS) – Hard
1

MIV Step

MIV Step

1

0

Solution Variable

32

0

1

MIV Step

Hierarchically Generation
Combinations (HGC) – Medium

Generating Combinations (GC) – Easy

0

Solution Variable

32

0

0

Solution Variable

32

0

Fig. 9 An example of a solution trajectory, from a random solution (start of MIV) to a globally optimal
solution (end of MIV) for each E map when C=NOV performed by MIV

Fig. 9 presents examples of solution trajectories, from a random solution initialisation (start of MIV steps) to a globally optimal solution (end of MIV steps) for
each E map type. In these examples, C=NOV. For E=GC, search first identifies PSs
and then continuous by substituting individual PS. In the case E=HGC, search is repeatedly rescaled to higher-orders of organisation, where the last adaptive variation
makes a simultaneous change to half of the solution variables. For, E=RS, search cycles through multiple PS for each BB to find the global optimum. Note for E=RS all
PSs are used to search for the global optimum.
The combination of maps C and E create a complex fitness landscape relative to
S. The capability of an MBOA to reorganise the neighbourhood of a solution, by capturing relationships using the model, is evaluated by differences in the C map. The
capability of an MBOA to exploit the information from the model, to explore the reorganised neighbourhood, is evaluated by differences in the E map. The synthetic
construction ensures that if an MBOA does not accurately reorganise and search
within the neighbourhood, it will take exponential time to find a globally optimal
solution. Thus a scaling analysis will suitably demonstrate if an MBOA can or cannot overcome the problem characteristics. We have created three distinct types for
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each mapping, namely: non-overlapping; overlapping and non-pairwise overlapping
linkage information types for the C map, and generating combinations, hierarchically
generating combinations and rescaling search types for the E map. For each type, we
have created an instance of the characteristics, which we found to be sufficient to differentiate the performance of the MBOAs explored in this paper. In our experiments,
we explore all nine combinations to investigate the performance differences between
MBOAs.

7 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we assess the performance of LTGA, P3, hBOA, DSMGA-II and DO
on all combinations of complexity and environment maps. Where appropriate, we
also include results DOl (The autoencoder model in Deep Optimisation is limited
to l hidden layers). The performance of an algorithm is evaluated by performing a
scalibility analysis. The results report the average number of function evaluations
performed to find the global optimum solution in up to 10 independent runs (for runs
with greater than 107 function evaluations, three independent runs are performed).
We omit the computational cost of learning from our results as all learning methods
incur a polynomial scaling and our investigating is to identify if an algorithm shows
polynomial or exponential scaling. From this, we conclude if an algorithm can or
cannot overcome the problem structure. Our results alone are not sufficient to claim
which algorithm is showing greater performance when both algorithms show polynomial scaling. The population size is set such that within all independent runs, a
global optimum is found. In the case of P3 no population size is set. The population
is initialised using local search such that the distribution contained all PSs (removing potential challenges associated with finding the PSs). Algorithms are terminated
if a global solution is not found within 109 function evaluations, and therefore no
data point is provided. An advantage of LTGA and hBOA is that they do not have
additional parameters to tune. A disadvantage is that this does not admit control over
the inductive bias. DO, like other neural network methods, has several tuneable parameters. These values were selected from preliminary results on a small sample of
problems. Specifically, hidden layer compression = 0.8 (maximum layers used was
9), dropout rate: 0.2, epochs: 400, learning rate = 0.002. Regularisation parameters in
the range L1 = [1×10−3 :1×10−5 ], L2 = [2×10−3 :2×10−6 ].

7.1 Model Induction
In this subsection we explore the model induction capabilities of the algorithms by
keeping the environment mapping simple and varying the difficulty of the compression mapping (hypothesis 3). The Generation Combinations environment mapping
(E=GC — easy case) is used to evaluate the performance of an MBOA to learn the
C mapping types as all model-informed search methods can follow the fitness signal to a globally optimal solution. Fig. 10 presents the scalability performance of all
MBOAs.
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(c) C=NPOV (hard case): LTGA and hBOA show
exponential scaling. DSMGA-II and DO1 fail to
find solutions for large problem sizes. DO and P3
show polynomial scaling
Fig. 10 Performance evaluation of an MBOAs model capacity to learn the different complexities in the
neighbourhood reorganisation. All methods scale polynomialy when the model induction task is easy, but
P3 and DO are the only methods to scale polynomially when the model induction task is complex.

For the non-Overlapping Variation mapping type (C=NOV), the easy case, all algorithms show a polynomial scaling (see Fig. 10(a)). We know that learning pairwise
dependencies is straightforward for all models. Therefore, the results verify that all
model-informed search methods are sufficient to find a globally optimal solution in
polynomial time for E=GC if the model can learn C.
For Overlapping Variation mapping type (C=OV), the medium case, all algorithms show a polynomial scaling (see Fig. 10(b)). DSMGA-II shows a significant
change in the performance compared to C=NOV. Notable is the change in the comparative performance of LTGA and P3 with DO and hBOA when compared to the
C=NOV case. LTGA and P3 now show a performance more in line with hBOA.
hBOA and DO, on the other hand, remained insensitive to the change in compression
mapping, indicating that the overlap complexity affects the performance of LTGA
and P3. However, as the degree of overlap is constrained to within modules (between
modules, there are no overlapping relationships), the complexity is insufficient to
cause exponential running times to LTGA nor P3.
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For the non-Pairwise Overlapping Variation mapping type (C=NPOV), the hard
case, DO and P3 are the only algorithms that scale polynomial (see Fig. 10(c)). As
expected, the use of pairwise statistics limits the MBOAs ability to capture higherorder dependencies. It was unexpected to observe that P3 was successful. Recall P3
uses multiple linkage-tree models. We hypothesise P3’s capability results from using
a multi-level representation of the search distribution where the lower-level representations filter out a subset of the PSs and thus remove the complexity at higher
representations. We also observe that DO1 fails where as DO does not. This suggests that the higher-order relationships (greater than pairwise) required to learn the
compression requires a deep model (greater than a single hidden layer).

7.2 Model-Informed Search
In this subsection we explore the model-informed search capabilities of the algorithms (hypothesis 2). The Rescailing Search environment mapping (E=RS — hard
case) is used to evaluate an MBOA to perform local search in the neighbourhood
defined by the model. Fig. 11 presents the scalability performance of all MBOAs.
For all compression mapping types (see Fig. 11), only DO shows polynomial scaling. Therefore, Model-Informed Variation is the only model-informed search method
that shows polynomial scaling. We know that all models are capable of learning the
baseline compression complexity, C=NOV, (Fig. 10(a)). Therefore, the failure observed here is due to the model-informed search method and not the model induction
complexity.
For C=NPOV mapping type (see Fig. 11(c)), we observe that DO1 fails but DO
does not. This further demonstrates that C=NPOV requires a deep model to represent
a compression accurately. We have already seen that the MBOAs are unable to learn
C=NPOV (evidenced by Fig. 10(c)). Here we see that MBOAs other than DO are
unable to perform local search in the space represented by the model. Conseqently,
this result shows that DO is overcoming the combined challenges that other MBOAs
fail to do even when the problem challenges are separated.
To further demonstrate that E=RS presents a problem challenge that is easy for
local search, we perform an experiment with C=I, where I is the identity mapping.
Fig. 12 presents the results for all MBOAs and includes a hill-climber that performs
single-bit substitutions to S. All algorithms do not use local at the representation of
the solution (local searching using single-bit substitutions); otherwise this would not
test an MBOAs capability. The hill-climber was able to find a global solution easily,
along with DO. Note, here, DO must learn the identity function first and therefore is
less efficient than the hill-climber. However, even when there is no complexity in the
model induction, other MBOAs, that use MIG or MIC, fail. This result verifies that
failures observed in the experiments with E=RS are due to how the model is used to
inform search and not due to model-induction difficulty, supporting hypothesis two.
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(c) C=NPOV (hard case): Only DO shows polynomial scaling
Fig. 11 Performance evaluation of an MBOAs capability to exploit information from the model to inform
search. All MBOAs fail even when the model induction task is easy where as DO is the method that shows
polynomial scaling. This failure can be directly attributed to model-informed search methods
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Fig. 12 Local search outperforms MBOAs that use MIG or MIC

7.3 Multi-Level Representation
In this subsection we explore the multi-level representation capabilities of the algorithm (hypothesis 1). The Hierarchical Generating Combinations environment map-
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ping (E=HGC — medium case) is used to evaluate the performance of an MBOA to
combine variation operators to higher-orders of organisation recursively. The linkage
information in E is shuffled such that overlap occurs between building blocks at all
scales of organisation in the hierarchy. Fig. 10 presents the scalability performance
of all MBOAs.
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(c) C=NPOV (hard case): Only DO shows polynomial scaling
Fig. 13 Performance evaluation of an MBOAs capability to recursively reorganise a solutions neighborhood to higher-orders of organisation. LTGA and P3 show exponential scaling in case of overlap (C=OV).
Only DO shows polynomial scaling in the case of non-pairwise overlap C=NPOV. MBOAs that uses models limited to tree data-structures fail to overcome overlap where as more sophisticated models do not

For the Non-Overlapping Variation mapping type (C=NOV), all algorithms show
a polynomial scaling (see Fig. 13(a)). We know that pairwise learning dependencies
are straightforward for all algorithms. Therefore, the results verify that all algorithms
can recursively compress a solutions neighbourhood and all model-informed search
methods are sufficient to find a global optimum.
For Overlapping Variation mapping type (C=OV), LTGA and P3 show exponential scaling, whereas hBOA, DSMGA-II and DO show polynomial scaling (see Fig.
13(b)). The presence of overlapping variation operators is sufficient to cause methods
that use tree-based models to fail. This result is because searching at higher layers of
the hierarchical representation requires large variation, and in the case of C=OV, these
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large variations contain a complex overlapping structure due to the interactions with
other large variations, as illustrated in Fig. 8. This is supported by Fig. 10(b) where
small overlapping functions did not cause failure to LTGA and P3. This result is the
first time that demonstrates a problem type that hBOA can solve that LTGA and P3
cannot, supporting hypothesis one. Further, and as expected from the construction of
the problem, DO1 fails because it cannot represent deep problem structure whereas
DO succeeds. The effect of deep representation is further explored in section 7.3.1 by
performing experiments with a controlled depth of the overlap.
For the Non-Pairwise Overlapping Variation mapping type (C=NPOV), DO is
the only algorithm to show polynomial scaling (see Fig. 10(c)). hBOA and LTGA
fail due the inability to learn C=NPOV as evidence by Fig. 10(c). Results for P3 and
DSMGA-II were not obtained, However, we also now understand that LTGA and
P3 would also fail when it is necessary to recursively combine variation operators
including overlap Fig. 10(c) and therefore expect P3 to fail in this case. We also
expect DSMGA-II to fail due to its failure on the more straight-forward environment
mapping, E=GC.

7.3.1 Problem Depth
During our experiments, we found that the size of overlapping variation operators
(due to the hierarchical problem structure) caused significant challenges for MBOAs.
In this section, we perform experiments that control the depth of overlap in the
E=HGC environment mapping case to further our understanding.
The depth of overlapping BBs can be controlled by limiting the layer at which
linkage is shuffled in the hierarchical structure of E=HGC. Thus, we can explore how
the depth of overlap challenges these algorithms (whilst keeping the problem size
constant). We perform experiments using the C=OV complexity for a problem size
256 and change the depth, d, at which linkage in E is shuffled. At layers greater than
d no overlap is introduced (Refer to Fig. 8). Thus d controls the maximum size of an
overlapping variation operator an MBOA needs to perform to find a global optimum.
Further, we include results for when DO is limited to shallow representations where
the depth of the autoencoder is limited to L hidden layers, denoted DOL . We expect
that deeper autoencoders (larger L) will be required to solve problems with deeper
overlap (larger d).
Fig. 14(a) shows that LTGA and P3 are sensitive to the size of the overlap in the
problem. Specifically, as the depth of the overlap increases the number of function
evaluations required to find a global optimum increases significantly. DSMGA-II,
HBOA and DO show no significant sensitivity. This demonstrates that the complexity of overlap is not a challenge for the model induction methods of these algorithms.
Finally, we show that representing this complexity using the autoencoder model requires a deep model. Fig. 14(b) shows the fitness of the best solution found by DO in
its normal operation (DO) and depth limited versions in 10 repeats. The result shows
that as d increases, only deeper models can find the optimum solution. Therefore, as
the depth of overlap increases, the depth of the neural network required to capture the
problem structure efficiently also increases, as expected, confirming that these prob-
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autoencoder model limited to a maximum number of layers. DO requires a deep autoencoder
model to capture the problem structure

Fig. 14 The effect of depth of overlap on the performance of an algorithm. LTGA and P3 are sensitive
to the change in the depth of overlap (as the size of variation required to a find higher-order solution
containing overlap increases). The depth of the model used by DO is also sensitive to the depth of overlap
and consequently a shallow model is not capable of representing the problem structure to find a global
optimum

lems have deep structure that must be learned and exploited to solve them, and that
this is what the DO method is doing.
7.4 Performance Evaluation Summary
The MBOA distinctions we conclude from these experiments are:
1. Model-Informed Variation enables local search to be conducted in the new neighbourhood defined by the model. This enables DO to use the model in a way that
the other methods (i.e. Model-Informed Crossover and Model-Informed Generation) cannot (see Fig. 11 and Fig. 12).
2. Overlap distinguishes the induction capability between tree and graph structured
models. LTGA and P3 fail to learn and exploit overlapping variation operators
and thus require exponential time complexity as the size of overlap increases.
hBOA, DSMGA-II and DO are successful here (see Fig. 13).
3. Pairwise independent variation distinguishes the induction capability of DO and
P3 from other MBOAs. LTGA, hBOA and DSMGA-II scale exponentially as the
number of operators increases (see Fig. 10(c)).
4. A deep representation, and the ability to search in deep representations, are required when generating hierarchical combinations of overlapping operators (see
Fig. 13) or mappings containing pairwise independent functions (see Fig. 10(c))
— distinguishing the capability of deep from shallow representations.
Prior explorations of these algorithms have shown cases where one is better than
the other but have not previously shown a problem class that a subset of the algorithms can solve easily that the others cannot (here shown rigorously in the sense of
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a polynomial vs exponential distinction in the scaling of their time complexities). By
varying the complexity of the compression mapping and environment mapping we
demonstrate how differences in the capability of model-induction or model-informed
search of these algorithms can limit their performance.
Here we have identified problem challenges that differentiate the performance of
MBOAs from DO, and are summarised in Table 15. Further research is required to
understand if MKP instances contain the problem challenges identified here and if
these challenges are responsible for the performance differences between DO and
MBOAs in MKP. Similarly, we look forward to experimenting with DO on other binary combinatorial problems (e.g. 3-SAT), and developing extensions to order-based
problems (e.g. flow-shop scheduling). Both of these will present further opportunities
to understand the nature of the challenge these types of problems exhibit, and whether
these map well onto the challenges identified here that give DO an advantage.
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Fig. 15 The success or failure of each method to find a global optimum in polynomial time. DO is the
only algorithm to find a global optimum in all problems. When either the environment mapping or the
compression mapping is of the most difficult kind, none of the hBOA, DSMGA or P3 methods can find the
global optimum in polynomial time and the P3 can only succeed for the difficult compression mapping
when the environment mapping is easy. This leaves a set of problems (bold border) where DO is the only
method to succeed. DO has different capabilities from DO1 that is limited to a shallow model (a single
layer) indicating that DO is succeeding because it is discovering and exploiting useful deep structure in
these problems that the other algorithms cannot (see also Fig. 14)

8 Discussion
Our findings (particularly those in Sections 5, 6 and 7.4) merit some further brief
reflections. First, we consider how varying the depth of the autoencoder(s) used in
our study informs us about DO and other MBOA models (or variation schemes) concerning what is necessary and sufficient for learning and exploitation of complex
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structure. We also consider what is not yet known. In a second subsection, we discuss how the models studied in this paper are (or may be) connected to biological
evolution.

8.1 Autoencoder Model
The number of layers used by DO varied between experiments due to the complexity
of a problem instance and the size of the problem instance. In the simplest case of
non-overlapping dependencies (C=NOV), a single hidden layer is required to learn
the problem structure. However, for large problem sizes it was observed that DO performed up to 2 transitions for non-hierarchical configurations and up to 3 transitions
for hierarchical configurations. For the compression mapping containing overlapping
dependencies (C=OV) a similar behavior was observed with DO performing up to 3
transitions for the non-hierarchical configurations. For the hierarchical configuration,
the number of layers used by DO closely followed the number of layers in the problem. However, as observed in the non-hierarchical configurations, as the problem size
increased the number of layers used by DO increased beyond the number of layers
in a problem instance. It is not clear whether the increased number of hidden layers
was necessary for large problem instances containing shallow problem structure. An
alternative hypothesis is that the effect of updating the model with updated solutions,
and consequently solutions containing a stronger signal for good combinations of
variables, is what enables the induction of a representation that is more suitable for
MIV. Results for DO1 (the model limited to a single hidden layer) supports this hypothesis, however, further investigation is required as DO1 also failed on some large
problem instances.
Finally, for the C=nDOV complexity, DO often required at least 2 hidden layers
to find the globally optimal for the smallest problems instance. However DO was not
able to find solutions for large problem instances. For the large non-hierarchical configurations, we observed up to 5 transitions occurring. For larger instances that failed,
we observed that the population of solutions was converging onto a sub-optimal solution. We hypothesise that the phenomena of catastrophic forgetting [30] is a contributing factor. Specifically, information learned at lower-levels that were found useful in
early populations can be lost if a later population does not contain this signal (or this
signal becomes weaker). This was observed particularly in the E=RS configuration.
Finally, our investigation primarily focused on separating the performance between the start-of-the-art MBOAs with respect to model induction and model informed search capabilities. In particular, we have focused on how a deep neural network can expand the class of MBOAs and consequently focused on what DO can do
that other MBOAs cannot. To that end, we have not investigated the reverse. Specifically, what shallow models, or what other MBOAs, can do that DO cannot. It remains
for future research to understand if there are other problem types that DO cannot
solve (with polynomial scaling) but other MBOAs can. Understanding this would be
valuable to help further the development of all MBOAs.
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8.2 Connections with Biological evolution and processes of natural induction
These results show that multi-scale evolutionary processes can solve problems that
single-scale evolutionary processes cannot. This suggests that in biological evolution, evolutionary processes that operate at multiple scales of biological organisation
have adaptive capabilities that single-scale evolution does not. Although the methods employed in this paper use machine learning techniques that are unbiological (as
is appropriate for practical optimisation motives), it is readily apparent that biological evolution does rescale the evolutionary process at successive levels of biological
organisation. The basis of the relevant machine learning methods, including backpropagation, is the optimisation of an objective function through local improvement
in model parameters. Accordingly, it makes sense that evolutionary processes effect
comparable results if applied to similar model parameters. In evolutionary models, it
is also clear that if there is heritable variation in the connections of a suitable network
structure, the effect of selection on these connections is the same as that of basic connectionist learning [51]. This ‘natural induction’ has been shown in gene-regulation
networks, social networks [11, 53] and ecological networks [37]. This might explain
how biological evolution could achieve the model induction as well as the local search
process using the induced model.
With these observations in mind, it is not implausible that biological evolution
could be implementing something like Deep Optimisation, or deep natural induction,
and the evolutionary transitions in individuality are the observable result [55]. If true,
the notion of biological evolution as a simple local search process would be over simplistic. Whilst it might reasonably be described as a process of gradual incremental
improvement at any one level of biological organisation, this description might miss
the big picture. Contrary to its common characterisation as a plodding, unintelligent
process, the type of problem-solving that biological evolution can perform, when taking account of its multi-scale nature, is potentially very different — more akin to a
deep associative learning machine than local incremental improvement.
In DO, a similar kind of rescaling is exploited — enabling search that changes
from searching combinations of primitive variables, to searching combinations of
variables in a higher-level recoding of the solution space, and so on through multiple levels. The evolutionary model used is a simple hill-climber, but as higher-level
representations are learned the hill-climbing process is repeatedly rescaled to operate in successively higher-level representations. The transition process is based on a
deep learning neural network, specifically a deep auto-encoder. By training a simple
encoder (with a single hidden layer) to compress a distribution of locally optimal
solutions, it recognises the effective reduction in the degrees of freedom created by
selection. The hill-climbing process then transitions to operate in the compressed
representation, encoded in the latent variables of the hidden layer. Variation in this
new space can make ‘leaps’ in the original solution space — coordinated changes
of multiple variables, informed by the results of past search. Hill-climbing in this
compressed space can still get stuck, but these intelligent leaps mean that the ‘local’ optima it finds are less limited than those found by hill-climbing in the original
space. Additional transitions are enabled by adding further layers, trained on the local
optima that are discovered using the layer below.
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9 Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the optimisation capabilities of an algorithm inspired by the Evolutionary Transitions in Individuality. In these transitions, the natural evolutionary process is repeatedly rescaled through successive levels of biological
organisation. Each transition creates new higher-level evolutionary units that combine multiple units from the level below. We call the algorithm Deep Optimisation
to recognise both its use of deep learning methods and the multi-level rescaling of
biological evolutionary processes.
We started by testing DO in an applied problem. DO showed impressive performance when compared to other MBOA methods on MKP instances. This is all the
more impressive bearing in mind that the other methods utilise a problem-specific repair operator to handle infeasible solutions and DO does not. This demonstrates that
DO learns the structure of the problem well enough to enable exploration of feasible
solutions directly. To go beyond this empirical result, we wanted to verify that DO
was really able to find and exploit deep structure implicit in a problem space. The
MKP instances on their own cannot confirm this because they have a random structure and, in addition to the use of a deep encoder, there are multiple other differences
between DO and the other MBOA methods.
To investigate this we explored the types of problem structure that differentiate the
performance between MBOA methods using synthetic problems. In these constructions we controlled several different problem characteristics, including the depth of
the problem structure. We looked for characteristics that one algorithm could solve
and another algorithm could not in the formal sense of a polynomial vs exponential time complexity, respectively. DO was the only method that solved all problem
types (i.e. in polynomial time) where none of the other methods achieved this. This
exploration identified that overlapping variation, non-pairwise overlapping variation
and local search in the reorganised neighbourhood are distinct problem characteristics that DO can solve that other MBOAs cannot. The results showing that DO
outperforms DO1 (i.e., DO limited to a single hidden layer) verify that it is the deep
representation, not other characteristics of DO on their own, that enables these results. That is, deep learning is needed, and DO learns deep problem structure and
exploits it properly. None of the other SOTA methods can do this successfully.
In sum, our findings suggest that the use of deep learning principles, that have
enjoyed success in many other domains, also have significant previously-untapped
potential in optimisation problems. Thus far we have employed only fairly basic deep
learning methods, but the DO approach opens up optimisation problems as another
area where the vast and rapidly accelerating knowledge in deep learning techniques
might be applied to significant effect.
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